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Abstract 
Klein, C.S. and S. Minsker, The super towers of Hanoi problem: large rings on small rings, Discrete 
Mathematics 114 (1993) 283-295. 
A variant of the classical Towers of Hanoi problem is proposed, in which the initial distribution of 
rings on the three towers is completely arbitrary (large rings on smaller rings are allowed). One of 
the three towers is chosen as destination, and the rearrangement of all the rings into classical 
small-on-large order on the destination tower is sought by obeying the usual rules governing ring 
movement. This problem is solved via a simple recursive algorithm, which is proved to be optimal, 
and its performance is analyzed. 
1. Introduction and statement of the problem 
In the classical Towers of Hanoi problem, as well as in the several variants [l-4] 
which have recently appeared in the literature, it is illegal not only to place a ring on 
a smaller ring in the course of solution but also to begin from a starting configuration 
in which a ring sits on a smaller ring. The purpose of this paper is to propose and 
optimally solve a variation of the classical problem in which the starting configuration 
is completely arbitrary, i.e., the N rings are initially randomly distributed over the three 
towers (large rings on smaller rings are allowed). Designating one of the three towers 
as the destination tower, we then attempt to arrive at the classical N-ring Hanoi 
configuration on the destination tower by following the usual two rules of ring 
movement. 
Rule 1. Only one ring may be moved at a time. 
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Rule 2. A ring cannot be placed in contact with (i.e., directly on top of) a ring smaller 
than it. 
We shall refer to this variation as the ‘superhanoi’ problem. 
In Section 2, we present and discuss a simple recursive algorithm which solves the 
superhanoi problem. The formulation of the algorithm and the proof of its correctness 
are not difficult; however, the proof of the algorithm’s optimality is perhaps somewhat 
less straightforward than what might be expected. Section 3, the heart of the paper, 
contains the proof that our algorithm is indeed optimal, that is, it solves the problem 
in the minimal number of moves possible. An analysis of worst-case performance and 
a discussion of unique optimality are also contained therein. 
2. A successful Algorithm 
This section outlines and proves the correctness of a recursive algorithm Super- 
hanoi for solving the superhanoi problem. 
2.1. The Superhanoi algorithm 
If all three stacks of rings are empty, nothing need be done, else the largest ring is 
located. If the largest ring is already at the bottom of the destination tower, this ring is 
immediately ignored, and the reduced problem is handled recursively. If the largest 
ring is on a tower other than the destination tower, we must move all rings sitting 
above the largest ring and all rings on the destination tower to the remaining (‘spare’) 
tower. Since it is intuitively clear (this will be proved rigorously in Section 3) that large 
rings on small rings on a nondestination tower are beneficial rather than harmful, we 
wish to accomplish this by disturbing as few rings already sitting on the spare tower as 
possible. Therefore, first we locate the ring highest on the spare which is larger than 
any of the rings to be moved to the spare, if such a ring exists. (We call this ring the 
‘best-buffer’ ring.) We then handle recursively the subproblem of moving all rings 
sitting above the largest ring and all rings on the destination tower to the spare tower 
without moving this best-buffer ring. The largest ring is then moved to the destination 
tower and the problem of piling all the other rings on top of the largest one is handled 
recursively. 
It remains to discuss the case in which the largest ring is initially found on the 
destination tower, but not at its bottom. In this case, the largest ring must be cleared 
off the destination tower and later put back on, and, so, we must decide to which of the 
two nondestination towers the largest ring should be moved. (We defer to the next 
paragraph a description of how this choice, which we call ‘special’, is to be made, and 
to Section 3 the proof that it is the optimal choice.) As above, we wish first to move all 
rings sitting above the largest ring and all rings on the special tower to the remaining 
(‘spare’) tower by disturbing as few rings already sitting on the spare tower as possible; 
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therefore, we once again find the best-buffer ring, if it exists, and then handle the 
appropriate subproblem recursively. The largest ring is then moved to the special 
tower. Next, the problem of clearing those rings that are currently on the destination 
tower to the spare tower (once again, by disturbing as few spare rings as possible) is 
again handled by buffering and recursion. The largest ring is then moved to the 
destination tower and, finally, we solve recursively the problem of piling all the other 
rings on top of the largest one. 
To determine which of the nondestination towers is to be the special tower, we first 
find the maximal ring among those located on the nondestination towers. (We denote 
this ring by x. If such a ring does not exist, i.e., if both nondestination towers are 
empty, either of them will serve as special, by symmetry.) We then examine the 
destination tower from its top down to the largest ring (which we denote by m), 
forming the subchain of ascending rings x < x1 <x2 <x3 < ... < xk = m. (That is, x1 is 
chosen as the ring highest on the destination tower which is bigger than x, x2 is chosen 
as the ring highest on the destination tower, but below x1, which is bigger than x1, 
etc.) We complete the description of the Superhanoi algorithm by designating x’s 
initial tower as the special tower if k is even and the other nondestination tower if k is 
odd. 
2.2. Proqf of the correctness of algorithm Superhanoi 
The proof that the above algorithm solves the superhanoi problem is quite simple. 
We proceed by induction on the total number of rings N. The result is trivial for N = 0 
and, so, we assume that algorithm Superhanoi rearranges legally any collection of 
N - 1 rings or less into classical Hanoi configuration on any prescribed destination 
tower. For the case of N rings, we argue (paralleling the algorithm itself) the three 
cases in which the largest ring is not on the destination tower initially, is at the bottom 
of the destination tower initially, or is on but not at the bottom of the destination 
tower initially. In all the three cases, the induction hypothesis obviously guarantees 
Superhanoi’s success in solving the resulting ‘local’ problems legally, as they involve 
fewer than N rings; so, Superhanoi is successful on any N-ring problem also. This 
completes the induction proof. 
3. Proof of optimality and analysis of worst-case performance 
We begin with the result on worst-case behavior; at this point, the reader should 
recall that the classical recursive solution to the classical N-ring Hanoi problem is 
uniquely optimal, and requires 2N - 1 ring moves. 
Theorem 3.1. The worst-case performance of algorithm Superhanoi among all initial 
N-ring conjigurations takes L 2N + 2N-2 - 1 J moves, where L 1 denotes the joor 
(greatest integer) function. 
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Proof. For N = 0 and N = 1, the result is trivial. For N 3 2, consider the superhanoi 
problem in which all N rings are initially found on the destination tower in the 
classical Hanoi configuration, but with rings N and N - 1 interchanged. (As usual, 
ring N is largest and ring 1 is smallest.) It is clear that Superhanoi solves this problem 
by solving classically three classical (N-2)-ring Hanoi problems plus a classical 
(N - 1 )-ring Hanoi problem, and making three additional ring moves, for a total of 
2N +2Nm2 - 1 moves. To complete the proof, it suffices to establish the following two 
claims: 
Claim A. If the largest ring is not found on the destination tower initially, then 
Superhanoi takes at most 2N- 1 moves to solve the problem. 
Claim B. If the largest ring is initially on the destination tower, then Superhanoi takes at 
most 2N+2N-2 - 1 moves to solve the problem. 
The proof proceeds by induction on N. For N = 0 and N = 1, the claims are clear; so, 
we suppose that both claims are true for all initial configurations of less than N rings, 
and establish the claims for N rings. Consider an N-ring problem. We argue the usual 
three cases as to the location of the largest ring. If the largest ring is not on the 
destination tower, Superhanoi solves the problem by solving two subproblems (in- 
volving fewer rings) in which the ‘local’ largest ring is not on the ‘local’ destination 
tower (recall our use of best-buffer rings); hence, by the first induction hypothesis, 
Superhanoi takes at most (2N- ’ - 1) + 1 + (2N- ’ - 1) = 2N - 1 moves, as desired. If the 
largest ring is at the bottom of the destination tower, Superhanoi ignores it; by both 
induction hypotheses, Superhanoi then makes at most 2”-’ +2N-3- 1 < 
2N + 2N- 2 - 1 moves in solving the resulting subproblem. Finally, if the largest ring is on 
the destination tower but not at its bottom, Superhanoi solves the problem by solving 
three subproblems (the first involving at most N - 2 rings, the other two at most N - 1 
rings) in which the local largest ring is not on the local destination tower; by the first 
induction hypothesis, Superhanoi takes at most (2N-2 - 1) + 1 +(2N- ’ - 1) + 1 
+(2N-’ -1)=2N+2N_2 - 1 moves, as desired. This completes the proof. 0 
Before we can proceed to a serious discussion of Superhanoi’s optimality, we 
need to introduce some notation. We shall say that S = (a,,,, a, 1, . . . , al) is a stack of 
rings (where the ai’s denote ring numbers) if ring a,,, sits directly on top of (i.e., in 
contact with) ring a, _ 1, ring a, _ 1 sits directly on top of ring a, _ 2, etc. We denote an 
empty stack by ( ). If S,=(bj,bj_1,...,bl) and S2=(ck,~k_l,...,c1) are stacks of 
rings, we denote by Si +S2 the stack (bj, bj_1, . . . . bl,ck,ck_ 1, . . . . cl). We denote by 
.4(S) the stack obtained from stack S by rearranging the rings in S in ascending size 
order from top to bottom. (Thus, for example, if S=(2,3,9,7,4) then 
A(S)=(2,3,4,7,9).) Note that A(S1+Sz)=A(S2+S1) although the operation + is 
not commutative. 
Now consider a superhanoi problem in which the starting (completely arbi- 
trary) distribution of rings is given by stacks Si, S2, S3 on towers 1,2,3, respectively, 
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and the destination tower is designated as i (chosen from 1,2,3). We will use the nota- 
tion (S,, S2, S3, i) in referring to this problem. We denote by T(Si , Sz, S3, i) the num- 
ber of ring moves algorithm Superhanoi takes in solving this problem. In this nota- 
tion, the first half of Theorem 3.1 can be expressed as T((1,2,3, . . , N - 2, N, N - l), 
( ), ( ), 1) = 2N + 2N-2 - 1. Finally, as we do not yet know that algorithm Superhanoi is 
optimal, we let OPT(Si, S2, S3, i) denote the number of moves an optimal algorithm 
would require to solve the problem (S,, S1, S3, i). 
Definition. Given a nonempty stack S, =(um, a,_ 1, . , al) of m rings, let p be the 
index such that a, <a,_ I < ... <a, but ~,>a,_ 1. (If S, is completely in ascending 
order from top to bottom, we set p = 1.) Let S2 = (b,, b, _ 1, . . . , b,) be a stack consist- 
ing of the same m rings as S1, but in some rearranged order. We say that S2 is more 
sorted than Si if there exists an index q, with p>q3 1, such that the following three 
conditions hold: 
(i) (&,&I, . . ..bq)=A((q.,q,-,, . . ..a.)), 
(ii) either q=l or b,<b,_l, 
(iii) Uj=bjforj=1,2 ,..., q-l. 
As an illustration of this definition, suppose S1 =(3,1,8,5,10,7,9,6), 
S2=(1,3,8,5,10,7,9,6), &=(1,3,5,8,10,7,9,6), and &=(1,3,5,6,7,8,9,10). Then 
each stack is progressively more sorted than the previous one. (Note that ‘more sorted 
than’ is transitive.) On the other hand, the stack (1,3,5,7,8,9,10,6) is MC more sorted 
than S1 because (i) and (iii) can be jointly satisfied only for q = 2, in which case (ii) fails. 
We need to define one last concept before proceeding to a proof that algorithm 
Superhanoi is indeed an optimal algorithm for the superhanoi problem. 
Definition. Given three stacks Sr, S2, S3 (assumed to be located on three different 
towers) and an index i (1,2, or 3), a buffer ring for stack Si with respect to the other 
two stacks is a ring in Si which is larger than every ring in either of the other two 
stacks, and larger than every ring in Si located above it. Given a buffer ring b for Si, we 
denote by Si/b the substack of Si consisting of all rings located above ring b and by 
b/Si the substack of Si consisting of ring b and all rings located below ring b. Finally, 
we define the best-bufSer ing b* for stack Si, with respect to the other two stacks, as 
the buffer ring for Si closest to the top of Si (as in our description of the Superhanoi 
algorithm). 
As an illustration, suppose S, =(8,10,1,3), Sz =(2,7), and S3 =(5,4,13,6,11, 
9,14,12). Then rings 13 and 14 are buffers for S3 and ring 13 is the best buffer b*, with 
S,/b*=(5,4) and b*/S3=(13,6, 11,9,14,12). No buffer rings exist for S1 or S2. 
We are now in a position to start on the proof of optimality. The reader is urged to 
draw pictures as an aid in following the arguments presented. 
Lemma 3.2. For a superhanoi problem in which the largest ring is initially located at the 
bottom of the destination tower, no algorithm which moves this ring can be optimal. 
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Proof. The proof is immediate, as any solution sequence which involves moving the 
largest ring can be shortened by deleting these ring moves. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let stacks S,, S2, S3 represent an initial distribution of rings on towers 
1,2,3, respectively, and let b be a buffer ring for S3. Then 
Proof. Consider a sequence of ring moves which solves the problem (S1,S2, S3, 3). 
Then it is easy to see that deleting those moves (if any) involving rings initially found 
in b/S, yields a solution sequence for the problem (SI,S2,S3/b, 3). The lemma 
follows. 0 
We now come to the major result of this paper. 
Theorem 3.4. The following three results hold: 
(i) Consider a superhanoi problem (U, V, W’, i) and a second superhanoi problem 
(U, V, W”, i), with W” more sorted than W’. Suppose further that the largest ring is not 
located on destination tower i. Then 
T( U, V, W’, i) < T( U, V, W”, i). 
(ii) Given stacks U, V, Won towers 1,2,3, respectively, let b be a buffer ring for stack 
W. Then 
T(U,V, W,i)<T(( ),( ),A(W/b+U+V)+b/W,i) for i-1,2. e 
(iii) Algorithm Superhanoi is an optimal algorithm for the superhanoi problem, i.e., 
for any superhanoi problem ( S1, Sz, S,, i). 
Proof. We shall prove all the three results simultaneously by induction on N, the total 
number of rings involved. For N = 0, 1, and 2, a direct computation establishes the 
results. We, therefore, assume that all the three are true in all situations involving 
N rings or less (we shall refer to these assumptions as hypotheses I, II, III), and try to 
establish the results for problems involving N + 1 rings. We begin with (i). 
(i) We argue several cases, depending upon the value of i and where the largest ring 
is located: 
Case A: i=l. 
(Al) The largest ring is in V. Let V’ and V” be the substacks of V consisting of all 
those rings, respectively, above and below the largest ring. Then, in solving both 
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(U, V, w’, 1) and (U, V, w”, l), the Superhanoi algorithm will first clear the rings in 
U and V’ to tower 3. We must argue the subsubcases, depending upon buffering. 
(Ala) No bufSer ring exists. Then 
T(U,V,w’,l)=T(U,V’,w’,3)+T(( ),V”,A(W’+U+V’),l)+l 
and 
T(U,V,W”,l)=T(U,V’,W”,3)+T(( ),V”,A(W”+U+V’),l)+l. 
The second problems on the right-hand sides are identical, and T( U, V’, w’, 3) 
< T( U, V’, W”, 3) by hypothesis I. This establishes the result. 
Now suppose that a buffer ring exists. Let b’* and b”* be the best buffers for W’ and 
W”, respectively (with respect to the stacks U, V’). We argue further subcases, 
depending upon the location in W’ and W” of these buffer rings; referring to the 
definition of W” being more sorted than w’, if we let w’ = (a,, a,_ r, . . . , a,), we shall 
denote by WI the substack (a,,~,_ 1, . . . . a,), by W, the substack (a,_ i, up-Z, . . . . a,), 
and by W, the substack (a,_,,~,_~,...,a,). In this notation, W”=A 
(WI+ W,)+ w,. 
(Alb) b”* is in W,. Then, clearly, b’* = b”*, and we proceed completely analog- 
ously to case Ala. 
(Ale) b “* is in W,. Then either b’* = b“*, or b’* is located above b”* in w’. Note 
that 
T(U,V,W”,l)=T(U,V’,W”/b”*,3)+T(( ),V”,A(W”/b”* 
+U+ V’)+b”*/W”, l)+l. 
In the solution to the first problem on the right-hand side, if we delete all ring 
movements involving those rings in W’ that are located in b’*/ W’, we get a solution 
sequence for the problem (U, V’, A( W/b’*), 3). By hypotheses III and I, this solution 
sequence has a length 3 T( U, V’, A( W/b’*), 3)2 T( U, V’, W/b’*, 3). (If b’* = b”*, 
the latter inequality is strict.) Finally, the second problem on the right-hand side is the 
same as, or ‘more sorted’ than, the problem (( ), Y”, A( WI/b’* + U + V’)+ b’*/ W’, 1); 
so, hypothesis I applies. (If b’* is not equal to b”*, we get strict inequality.) Combin- 
ing, we obtain T( U, V, w”, 1) > T( U, V, W’, 1 ), as desired. 
(Ald) b “* is in W, . Then, clearly, b’* = b”*. Proceeding as in the last case, we get 
T( U, V’, W’/b’*, 3)d T( U, V’, W/b”*, 3) by hypothesis III, and 
T(( ),V”,A(W’/b’*+U+V’)+b’*/W’,l) 
<T(( ),V”,A(W”/b”*+U+V’)+b”*/W”,l) 
by hypothesis I. Combining, we obtain the desired result. 
We now suppose that the largest ring is found on tower 3, i.e., in W’ and W”, and we 
argue the subcases as to the largest ring being in W, , W,, or W,. 
(A2) The largest ring is in W,. Decomposing both (U, V, W’, 1) and (U, V, W”, 1) 
into the obvious subproblems, we see that our inequality follows by an easy applica- 
tion of hypothesis I. 
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(A3) The largest ring is in WI or W,. Since W” is more sorted than W’, it follows 
that W3 = ( ) and that stack W” is in ascending order from top to bottom. Let W,, W, 
be the substacks of w’ consisting of those rings, respectively, above and below the 
largest ring, and let W, be the substack of W” consisting of those rings above the 
largest ring. Then, in solving the problem ( U, V, w”, 1 ), the Superhanoi algorithm first 
clears the rings in U and W, to tower 2. We argue the subsubcases, depending upon 
buffering. 
(A3a) Suppose buffering is possible; let b* be the best-buffer ring for V with respect 
to the stacks U, W,. By hypothesis III, T( U, V/b *, W,, 2) 3 T( U, V/b *, A ( W,), 2) 
since, if we delete from the solution sequence for the problem on the left-hand side 
those moves involving rings in W,, we get a solution sequence for the problem on the 
right-hand side. (If W, is not empty, this inequality is strict.) Let d* be the best-buffer 
ring for V with respect to stacks U, W,; clearly, either d* = b * or else d* is found 
above b* on tower 2. By hypothesis III and Lemma 3.3, we have T( U, V/b*, 
A( W,), 2) 3 T( U, V/d*, A( W 
4 
), 2). Finally, hypothesis I implies T( U, V/d *, 
A( W,), 2)3 T( U, V/d*, W,, 2 . (If W, =( ), then A( W,) is more sorted than W,; so, 
this inequality is strict.) Combining, we get 
(*) T(U,Vlb*, W,,2)>T(U,V/d*, W,,2). 
Also, by hypothesis II, we have 
T(( ),A(VIb*+U+W,)+b*IV,( )>l) 
>T(( ),A(V/b*+U+W,)+b*/V, W,,l), 
and this last quantity is 3 T(( ),A( V/d*+ US W,)+d*/V, W5, 1) by hypothesis I. 
Adding this inequality to (*) above, we see that T( U, V, W”, l)> T( U, V, W’, l), as 
desired. 
(A3b) Suppose no buffer ring exists. The proof is then analogous to that of case 
A3a, with the exception that, rather than invoking hypothesis II, we establish 
T(( ),A(I’+UfW,),( ),l)>T(( ),A(V+U+W,),W,,l) 
by noting that the left-hand side= 2N- 1 (by hypothesis III plus the fact that this 
is a classical Hanoi problem) and the right-hand side ~2~- 1 (by Claim A of 
Theorem 3.1). 
Case B: i=2. Completely symmetric to Case A. 
Case C: i= 3. We assume that the largest ring is in U. (The argument for V is 
symmetric.) Decomposing both (U, V, W’, 3) and (U, V, W”, 3) into the usual sub- 
problems, we see that the desired inequality follows easily from hypothesis I. 
This completes the proof of result (i). 
(ii) Clearly, the largest ring is either the buffer ring b or is found below b on tower 3. 
In either case, let WI, W, be the substacks of W consisting of those rings, respectively, 
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above and below the largest ring. For definitiveness, we suppose i = 1. (The case i = 2 
is, obviously, symmetric.) 
Case A: The largest ring is b. Then the right-hand side of our inequality is 
T(( ),( ),A(W,+U+V),2)+T(( )>4W,+U+V>~,,I)+l. 
We further split the argument into whether or not a buffer ring for V exists with 
respect to the stacks U, W,. 
(Al) Let d* be the best-buffer ring for V with respect to U, W,. Then the left-hand 
side of our inequality is 
T(U,V/d*,W,,2)+T(( ),A(~/d*+U+W,)+d*/V,W,,l)+l. 
But T( U, V/d*, W, ,2) d T(( ), ( ), A( WI + U + V), 2) by Claim A of Theorem 3.1, 
and T(( ),A(V/d*+U+W,)+d*/l/,Wz,1)6T(( ),A(W,+U+V),W,,l) by 
hypothesis I. Hence, the result follows. 
(A2) No buffer ring for V exists with respect to U, W,. Then we can still proceed 
analogously to case Al. 
Case B: The largest ring is below 6. Note that no buffer ring for V can exist with 
respect to U, WI as b is in WI. Then 
T(U,V,W,l)=T(U,V,W,,2)+T(( )>A(V+U+W,),W,,l)+l, 
and 
VU, K w,,2)67-(( ),( ),A(W,Ib+U+V)+blW,,2) 
by hypothesis II. Since 
T(( ),( ),A(W,lb+U+I/)+blW,,2)+T(( )>A(I’+U+W1),W,,I)+l 
=T(( )>( ),A(W/b+U+V+blW,l), 
the result follows. 
This finishes the proof of result (ii). 
(iii) For definitiveness, let i = 2, and consider a superhanoi problem (S, , S2, S3, 2) 
involving N + 1 rings. If the largest ring is already at the bottom of tower 2, then we 
are done by Lemma 3.2 and hypothesis III. We next suppose that the largest ring is in 
S1. (The case for S3 is symmetric.) It is obvious from Lemma 3.2 and symmetry 
considerations that only two ‘types’ of algorithms need be considered for optimality, 
namely, those in which the largest ring moves just once (from tower 1 to 2) and those 
in which the largest ring moves just twice (from tower 1 to 3 to 2). We begin by 
showing that, among all algorithms of the former type, Superhanoi is indeed optimal. 
Let AL be an algorithm of the former type. Let P and Q denote the respective 
superhanoi problems that AL must solve before and after it moves the largest ring to 
the destination tower. (P and Q depend on AL’s choice of buffer ring on tower 3.) Let 
AL(P) and AL(Q) be the number of moves AL makes in solving problems P and Q. 
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Finally, let P* and Q* denote the respective superhanoi problems the Superhanoi 
algorithm solves before and after it moves the largest ring to the destination. Then 
AL(P) 2 OPT(P) > OPT( P*) = T( P*) by Lemma 3.3 and hypothesis III, and 
AL(Q)> OPT(Q) = T(Q) B T( Q *) by hypothesis III and hypothesis I. This estab- 
lishes our claim. 
We next show that no algorithm of the latter type can be optimal. Let AL2 be an 
algorithm of the latter type, and let P, Q, R, respectively, denote the superhanoi 
problems that AL2 must solve before, between, and after movement of the largest ring. 
(P, Q, R depend on AL2’s choice of buffer rings on towers 2 and 1.) Let P*, Q * be as 
above. We shall show that AL2 is not optimal by establishing that AL2(Q)>, T( P*) 
and AL2( R) 3 T( Q *). There are eight subcases to be argued, depending upon whether 
or not problems P, Q, P* are buffered; we argue only one of the eight subcases, leaving 
the details of the other seven to the reader. In all the cases, let S4, S5 be the substacks 
of S, consisting of those rings that are, respectively, above and below the largest ring. 
We first suppose that P, Q, P* are all buffered. Let b be the buffer ring for problem 
P, i.e., the ring highest on tower 2 which is undisturbed during AL2’s clearing of stacks 
S4 and S3 to tower 2. Let d be the buffer ring for problem Q (d is on tower 1) and f * be 
the buffer ring for problem P* (f* is on tower 3 and is, of course, the best buffer by 
definition of the Superhanoi algorithm). Consider the sequence of moves that AL2 
makes in solving problem Q. If we delete those moves involving rings in S5, and those 
moves involving rings in f */S,, we get a solution sequence for the problem 
(( ),A(S,/b+S,/f *+S4)+b/S2,( ), 1). By hypothesis III and symmetry, we have, 
thus, established 
AL2(Q)3T(( ),A(S,Ib+S3/f*+S4)+blSz,( ),3). 
By hypothesis II, the latter quantity is >, T(S4, Sz, S,/f *, 3)= T(P*), as desired. 
Finally, as 
R=(A(SSId+Sz+S3+&)+dlS5,( ),( ),2) 
and 
Q*=(s,,( ),A(S3/f*+S4+S2)+f*lS3,2), 
hypothesis III and II imply AL2( R) 2 OPT(R) = T(R) 2 T( Q *), completing this case. 
In six of the other seven cases, buffer ring b or d does not exist; we then use Claim A 
of Theorem 3.1 (in place of hypothesis II) and the fact that any solution of a classical 
N-ring Hanoi problem takes > 2N - 1 moves. In the seventh case, we proceed exactly 
as above. This finishes the proof of AL2’s nonoptimality. 
It remains to establish Superhanoi’s optimality in the situation in which the largest 
ring is initially on, but not at the bottom of, destination tower 2. In view of the above 
argument, only those algorithms which move the largest ring exactly twice (namely, 
from tower 2 to 1 to 2 or from tower 2 to 3 to 2) need be considered as candidates for 
optimality. We first claim that, among all algorithms which move the largest ring from 
tower 2 to 1 to 2, the one which uses best-buffer rings wherever possible is optimal. Let 
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AL1 be a ‘2 to 1 to 2’ algorithm, and let Pl,Ql denote the respective superhanoi 
problems AL1 solves before and after theJirst movement of the largest ring. (Pl, Qi 
depend on ALl’s choice of buffer ring on tower 3.) Let S4, S5 denote the substacks of 
S2 consisting of those rings that are, respectively, above and below the largest ring, 
which we denote by m. Let b* be the best-buffer ring for S3 with respect to Si, S4 (if 
buffering is possible). Let Pl * be the superhanoi problem (S,, S4, S,/b*, 3) if b* exists 
and (S1,S4,S3,3) if it does not; let Ql* be the superhanoi problem 
((m),SS,A(S3/b*+S1+S4)+b*/S3,2) if b* exists and ((m),S5,A(SJ+S1+S4),2) if 
it does not. Then ALl(P1)~OPT(P1)~OPT(Pl*)=T(Pl*) by Lemma3.3 and 
hypothesis III, and ALl(Ql)aOPT(Ql)= T(Q1) by our previous work, and 
r(Ql)> r(Ql *) by hypothesis I, which has already been established for problems 
involving N + 1 rings. To summarize, we have shown that AL1(S1,S2,S3,2) 
2 T( Pl *) + T(Q1 *) + 1. This establishes our claim concerning the advantage of using 
best-buffer rings throughout. 
In a completely analogous fashion, we can establish a similar claim among all 
algorithms which move the largest ring from tower 2 to 3 to 2. That is, if we let d* be 
the best-buffer ring for Sr with respect to Sjr S4 (if buffering is possible), and let P2* be 
the superhanoi problem (S1/d*,S4,S3, 1) if d* exists and (S1,S4,S3, 1) if it does not, 
and let Q2* be the superhanoi problem (A(SI/d*+S3+SS4)+d*/S1,S5,(m),2)if d* 
exists and (A(S,+SJ+S4),S5,(m),2) if it does not, then we have 
0PT(S1,S2,S3,2)=min(T(P1 *)+ r(Ql*)+ 1, T(P2*)+ T(Q2*)+ 1). 
It remains to show that Superhanoi chooses correctly between these two alternat- 
ives. Recall that the Superhanoi algorithm first finds the maximal ring among those 
located on nondestination towers 1 and 3. (We denote this ring by X. If such a ring 
does not exist, i.e., if both nondestination towers are empty, the above two choices are 
equal by symmetry.) The objective will be to disturb this ring as little as possible in 
moving the largest ring m off tower 2. To accomplish this, Superhanoi examines 
tower 2 from its top down to ring m, forming the subchain of ascending rings 
x <x1 <x2 <x3 < ... < xk = m. The Superhanoi algorithm then operates under the 
assumption that it is advantageous that ring x1 first move to the tower on which x is 
nor located. Now it is clear that, once Superhanoi chooses a tower as the target for 
ring m’s first move, the first moves of rings xk_2, xk-4,. . will be to that tower while 
the first moves of rings xk_ 1 ,x-z, . . . will be to the other nondestination tower. 
Therefore, the Superhanoi algorithm picks x’s initial tower as the target for ring m’s 
first move (i.e., the ‘special’ tower of Section 2) if k is even and picks the other 
nondestination tower if k is odd. 
We must show that our assumption about which way to first move ring x1 is indeed 
the optimal choice. We first argue the case k= 1, that is, no ring above ring m on 
tower 2 is bigger than ring x. For definitiveness, we suppose that ring x is on tower 3, 
and we show that T( Pl *)< T( P2*) and T(Q1 *)< T(Q2*), which will establish 
Superhanoi’s optimality in this case. Let S6 denote the substack of S3 consisting of 
those rings that are below x. Note that ring x is a buffer ring for S3 with respect to 
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Si, S4; so, the best-buffer b* exists. Letf* be the best-buffer ring for S4 with respect to 
Sr, S,/x. (Note that buffering is possible here only if b* =x.) Then, by hypothesis II 
and symmetry, we have 
~(Pl*)=~(S,,S,,S,l-%3)~~(( ),A(S,/f*+S3/X+Sl)+f*IS4,( ),l), 
which in turn is <T(( ),A(S4/f*+S3/x+Sl)+f*/S4,S6,1), as is seen by deleting 
those moves which involve rings in S6 from Superhanoi’s solution to this latter 
problem and using hypothesis III. But this last problem is the second of the two 
subproblems generated by Superhanoi in solving P2*, that is, it is the problem 
Superhanoi solves after moving ring x from tower 3 to 1 and before moving ring 
m from tower 2 to 3. We conclude from this chain of inequalities that 
T( Pl *) < T( P2 *). (As usual, if no buffering is possible above, we replace hypothesis II 
with Claim A of Theorem 3.1 in our argument, and reach the same conclusion.) 
Finally, since 
Q1*=((m),S5,A(S3/b*+S1+S4)+b*/S3,2) 
and 
we see that T( Q 1 *) < T( Q2 *) by symmetry and hypothesis I, which has already been 
established for problems involving N + 1 rings. This establishes Superhanoi’s optimal- 
ity for the case k= 1. 
For k > 1, we again suppose that ring x is on tower 3, and again wish to show that 
the better of our two choices is the one that first moves ring x1 to tower 1 rather than 
tower 3. We divide the analysis of the two choices into the three subproblems 
occurring before ring x1 is first moved, a&r x1’s first move but before x2’s first move, 
and after x2’s first move. The analysis of the first subproblem is identical to the 
argument in the case k = 1 that r( Pl *) < T( P2*). The analysis of the second subprob- 
lem is easily handled by symmetry and hypothesis I, yielding another inequality in the 
desired direction. Finally, the third subproblems are identical by symmetry. Combin- 
ing, we obtain our result III that the Superhanoi algorithm is indeed optimal under all 
circumstances, and reach the long-awaited conclusion of this proof. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Algorithm Superhanoi is the unique optimal algorithm for the superhanoi 
problem except when both nondestination towers are empty, in which case it is one of the 
two symmetric optimal algorithms. 
Proof. The corollary follows by an easy inductive argument based on an analysis of 
the proof of the theorem. Details are left to the reader. 0 
We close this paper with the following question. 
Question. There are precisely (N + 2)!/2 distinct ways of initially arranging rings 1-N 
on the three towers. (One can think of the N rings as being arranged linearly in 
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random order, with two partitions added as separators.) Assuming these distributions 
are all equally likely, and a destination tower is randomly chosen, what is the 
average-case performance of algorithm Superhanoi? 
The exact answer to this question may very well be quite difficult. However, it is 
easy to see that the average-case order is 2N. We merely observe that, with probability 
l/12, rings N- 1 and N are both found on the destination tower, with ring N above 
ring N - 1; in this case Superhanoi will have to solve a classical (N - 1)-ring Hanoi 
problem after moving ring N for the second time. Therefore, the average number of 
ring moves Superhanoi takes is 3(2”-’ + 1)/12. In view of Theorem 3.1, the order 
result follows. 
Remark. The computer implementation of the Superhanoi algorithm is not a trivial 
exercise. Interested readers can obtain a Pascal source code listing, along with 
documentation for and sample output from this program, by writing to either of the 
authors. 
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